
NOAA CCME supports graduate students pursuing applied 

research and decision-support tool development in NOAA 

mission-related scientific focal areas. 

Successful candidates study under faculty in the Department of 

Integrated Environmental Science. Students explore 

environmental topics from a firm grounding in the natural and 

physical sciences, but learn to integrate social, economic, and 

political information to develop functional approaches to address 

ecological and societal issues.  

NOAA Center for Coastal and Marine Ecosystems (CCME) Partner 
Bethune-Cookman University 

SUCCESSFUL APPLICANTS RECEIVE 
NOAA Internships & Professional 

Development 

Travel to Present at Conferences 

Stipend  

Tuition, Research-related Expenses 

LEARN MORE BY CONTACTING 

Dr. Hyun “J.” Cho, choh@cookman.edu 

Application and acceptance through 

Graduate Studies required prior to 

award
Enter to learn. Depart to Serve. 

* NOAA CCME is a partnership led by Florida A&M University and 

funded by NOAA’s Educational Partnership Program with 

Minority Serving Institutions. Cooperative Agreement 

Award #NA16SEC4810009  
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Coastal Resilience and Place-based Conservation 

Dr. Hyun “J.” Cho 

Dr. J. Cho is the institutional PI of the NOAA

-CCME program at B-CU. She has re-

searched coastal seagrass, saltwater

and brackish water aquatic plants and 

wetlands, landscape level assessment 

using habitat models/remotely sensed 

satellite imageries and aerial photo-

graphs, and GIS data. Her current research 

projects focus on coastal urban stormwater management us-
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Biological Oceanography 

Dr. Sarah Krejci 

Dr. Krejci studies the effects of algal 

blooms and water quality changes on 

zooplankton, seagrass and 

syngnathids from coastal lagoons 

along the east coast of Florida. She 

and her team conduct field research 

and laboratory trials to determine rela-

tionships between abiotic and biotic con-

ditions, which influence population demographics and the 

marine food web. 

NOAA CCME is a partnership led by Florida A&M University 
and funded by NOAA’s Educational Partnership Program 
with Minority Serving Institutions. Cooperative Agreement 
Award #NA16SEC4810009  

Six faculty comprise the NOAA CCME team that selects and advises NOAA 
CCME Fellows  

Dr. Reiter, IES Department Chair, research 

is in integrated ecosystem management, 

focusing on the development and appli-

cation of interdisciplinary stakeholder-

based methods for addressing wicked 

environmental problems from a systems 

perspective.  

Biological Oceanography 

Dr. Yungkul Kim 

Dr. Kim’s research interests include the bio-

geography   of   aquatic   invertebrates,  

native and non-native/invasive aquatic 

species, the influence of anthropo-

genic disturbance and natural stress 

(e.g. climate change) factors impacting 

aquatic organism (e.g. oyster) health,    
an    and marine debris/litter and micro-plastics.  

Evolutionary Ecology 

Dr. Adeljean Ho 

His research has focused on how environ-

mental pressures drive population stru-
ctures and evolution. He currently co-

manages an EPA/FDEP grant for 

J. Cho. The project goal is to assess 
the effectiveness of living shorelines

at curbing nutrient pollution along water
front properties within the Mosquito 

Lagoon watershed, and to assess the utility of in situ living 

shorelines as tools for public education.  

Social and Environmental Ethics 

Dr. Michael Humphreys 

His primary academic interests include 

restorative justice and ecological sus-

tainability.  He is currently elaborating 

the ethics of restorative justice and 

researching the applicability or useful-

ness  of restorative justice for address-

ing environmental issues.     

Integrated Education at Bethune-Cookman 
The Department of Integrated Environmental Science offers programs built on the 
recommendations of the Sustainable Human and Environmental Systems Roundtable, a 

group of academics, practitioners and agency personnel who work on developing proposals 

for designing interdisciplinary and higher order courses and programs in environmental 

subjects from a systems-based approach focused on addressing complex 

sustainability issues. 

ing treatment wetlands, living shorelines, and outreach. 

Ecological-Societal System Modeling and  

Ecosystem Management  

Dr. Michael A. Reiter
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